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SEMESTER CHANGE

FUN IN THE SUN!

BRONZE!

Central student organizations
express conce.rn over change.
News - Page 8
·

Students pack-up
for spring break.
Scene - Page 9

Eric Rotondo places third
at wrestling tournament
Sports - Page 14
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Central students vote today
by Staci A. West
Staff reporter

Revisions to the Associated
Student Board of Director's
constitution, which will be
voted on today in s special
election, include position
changes, which may result in
salary increases.
All positions would be changed to vice
presidential levels, rather than
four representative and two
vice-president positions.
Under the revised constitution, vice presidents would be
required to serve 14 hours a
week in the office. Representative positions only require
nine hours a week.
Representatives are paid approximately $850 a quarter,
said Carrie Nelson, representative for student life.
The vice-president positions

currently pay approximately
$1,300 each quarter, said Bryce
Seibel, BOD executive vice
president. If the revisions are
approved in today's special
election, the BOD members
may vote on the pay level for
next year's officers. The proposed salaries would then be
taken to the Services and Activities Committee for funding

tiers," Webb said. "It eliminates entry level positions."
Webb said she feels students
would rather work up to higher
positions, rather than "just
jump into this overwhelming
position."
In the revised constitution,
some of the executive vice
president's duties would be
dispersed among other officers. It would then .be called
vice president for budget and
finance. Duties would focus on
related areas such as services
and activities, Nelson said.
approval.
The new vice president for
"Most of us put in more than
nine hours a week as it is," . student life and facilities would
Nels on said. "You're going to combine two previous repreneed more time basically with sen ta ti ve positions, said
Kristin Wetzel, BOD president.
the new things added."
The new position of vice
Leslie Webb, representative
for student facilities, said she president for equity and community service's duties would
disagrees with the revisions.
"They're changing it to elimi- focus on services offered such
nate the hierarchy of three as Campus Compact, a volun-

teer service.
Nelson said the changes
were made to include duties
the officers had been performing but were not outlined
in the constitution. Future
officers would be required to
fulfill those duties ..
Deacon Meier, assistant vice
president for Student Affairs,
said the Council of' Probity
will be the highest level for
technical and policy changes
under the revised constitution. The Council of Probity
oversees disputes concerning
the BOD and its jurisdictions.
"When it comes to policies, it
would be very beneficial for
us," said Jennifer Iacolucci,
chair of the Council of Probity.
The council appeals are
made to the Campus Judicial
Council, which considers
disciplinary cases. ·
·

Two clubs punished Woodhouse, Dotzauer reappointed
for misuse of alcohol
by Joe Butler
Staff reporter

Two Central clubs are prohibited from sponsoring any
alcohol-related events for the
- remainder of this quarter
and spring quarter because
of the misuse of alcohol on a
school-sponsored trip to
Canada said Scott Pernaa,
B&E Club president.
The Marketing Club and
Business and Economics clubs
sponsored a ski trip to Red
Mountain, British Columbia,
on Feb. 5-7.
According to B&E member
Mike Ruther, the bus was
searched at the Canadian
border by the Customs service
officials, which is routine for
large groups of students.
Ruther, 30, an industrial
technology major, said the

search uncovered a marijuana
pipe under a student's bag.
He said border officials requested the assistance of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Further searching turned up
a bag of marijuana in a
student's luggage.
Five students, including two
from the B&E club, were
questioned Ruther said.
Three other Central students
received body-cavity searches.
However, no charges were
filed, and ihe group was allowed to continue.
After returning to Ellensburg, officers from both clubs
met with officials from student senate, Student Affairs,
and Student Activities to discuss the situation and future

See DRUGS/Page 2

Committee recommends three
The top three finalists for the position of dean of the College
of Letters, Arts & Sciences have been invited to visit Central
and meet the campus community.
The visits are tenativley scheduled for sometime after spring
break.
The three finalists are Donald Dahlin, professor of political
science at the University of South Dakota in Vermillion, S.D.,
Terrel F. Dixon, chair of the English department at the
University of Houston--Central Campus in Houston, Texas
and Sybil B. Weir, associate academic vice president/Faculty
Affairs at San Jose State University in San Jose, Calif.
Gary Lewis, search committee chair and dean of library
services said the three finalists were a unanimous decision
made by the members of the search committee.
"We had a very strong applicant pool," he said. "These are the
best of the 121 who applied.
"I feel they are very qualified and any one of these people
could do the job," he said.

by Dan White
Staff reporter

Roz Y. Woodhouse and Ron
Dotzauer both won reappointment to Central's Board
of Trustees by the State Senate Committee, but the Board
is still short two members.
Woodhouse was involved in
a controversy at Central last
winter, when a group of faculty and department chairs
wrote a letter requesting she
not be reappointed.
''There was a history of past
performance that was a considerable problem," Washington state Senator, Harold
Hochstatter (R) - 13th District said.
"But we are starting with a
clean bill of slate," he said.
''It's time we let bygones be
bygones."
Central's liaison to the state
Legislature, Mary Marcy said,
the appointment hearings began after Gov. Mike Lowry
Roz W~house, one of the reappointed Central Board
selected both Dotzauer and
of Trustee members, waves to the crowd during a speech.
Woodhousein February. The
Senate then held hearings
faculty and department heads
for consideration of their re- · and-a-half years.
These last two-and-a-half- last year in a letter that
appointments.
Dotzauer is a Central alum- years have been very reward- claimed she lacked communication skills with the Board
nus who graduated in 1972 ing, Dotzauer said.
Marcy said Lowry is ex- and administration.
with a degree in political sciThe National Association
ence. He is currently owner of pected to select the final two
one of the largest public rela- appointees to complete the for the Advancement of Colbacked
tions and marketing firms in Board of Trustees next week. ored People
They will then have to go Woodhouse and claimed Centhe northwest called Norththrough Senate confirmation tral lacked in diversity last
west Strategies.
"I'm delighted to be given hearings. Marcy said it is un- spring.
The Senate made its decithe opportunity to serve a full certain who the people will be,
but she did mention they will sion to reappoint Woodhouse
term," Dotzauer said.
Dotzauer was a replacement probably be from Eastern and Dotzauer on Feb. 26, after hearing discussions for and
selection and has served on Washington.
Woodhouse was criticized by against the appointments.
the board for the past two-
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Bike thefts bring in big money, fights as usual Deadline
nears for
Three bicycles were restudents walking by. After
ported stolen within a sixthe resident of the room
•
CAMPUS COPS
spring
dayperiod. The first reported
threatened to call police, the
theft came on February 28 in
man began pushing the resiby Dan White
the front of Meisner Hall.
dent several times in the
graduation
Police report the bike, a
chest.
Huffy estimated to be worth
$300, was not locked to anything.
On March 5, two more stolen bike reports were made
on the northern part of the
campus.
One bike was locked-up outside of Carmundy-Munroe
Hall and was reported stolen
between 11:50 p.m. and midnight. Reports said the bike
was a Giantlguana mountain
bike estimated to be worth
$350.
Another bike was stolen
sometime between 9 p.m. and
1 a.m. the same evening, out-

side a room in Student Village.
The red Schwinn was not
locked to anything and police
reports estimated the bicycle
to be worth $430. Campus
police is continuing its investigation.

Physical Plant yard south of
the boiler plant. The right rear
comer of the van was damaged. EstimatesfromCampus
Police report approximately
$800 worth of damage.
March 6 1:25 a.m.

March 5 8:05 a.m.

A man driving a maintenance
van was backing out of a
Physical Plant parking lot and
struck a fire hydrant.
The accident occured in the

A shoving match broke out
after a Barto Hall resident
threatened to call the police on
another individual.
A 20-year-old man was
standing outside the room of a
19-year-old man, shouting at

When police arrived, the 19year-old said he did not wish
to press charges.
March 7 12:36 a.m.

Two men were cited with attempted theft, after trying to
steal a sign on the Chestnut
Mall walkway.
Police report the two men,
ages 20 and 21, tried to steal
a 'No Skateboarding' sign from
the comer of Chestnut Mall
and 14th Ave.
Police said one of the men
stood as a look-out, while the
other tried to remove the sign.

Ski trip leaves clubs out in cold
From Drugs/Page 1
of the clubs standings.
The main concern the officials had was not with the
marijuana, said ScottPemaa,
B&E president, but that there
were two beer kegs on the
bus from Ellensburg to Spokane.
Underage students were on
the bus and no banquet permit was issued and no social
attendant was present, both
required by state law.
Shawn Christie, chair of
student senate and vice
president of clubs and
organziations, was present
at the meeting and refused to
comment.
,
This decision will have no
affect on the Marketing club's
quarterly coupon book or the
B&E's quarterly final's week
packages, but the annual
B&E Spring Flingis "on hold"
according to Pemaa, 22, an

accounting major.
"I have to discuss this with
the other officers," Pemaa
said. "We want things done
correctly. The main thing
they (officials) are mad about
is that we didn't go through
proper channels to use the
kegs.

"Both clubs do
not.condone
drug use, and
everyone was
surprised about
the drugs being
found."
-Scott Pernaa
"Both clubs do not condone
drug use, and everyone was
surprised about the drugs being found," said Pemaa. "It
was no one from our club."
Ruther said the trip was

entirely paid for by the students and included transportation on a charter bus to Red
Mountain, lift tickets, dinner
and lodging. -Cost depended
on whether or not one was a
memberof either club.
-The ski trip is one of the two
big trips sponsored by both
clubs. The Spring Fling, usually in May, and this ski trip
are offered to all students. The
Spring Fling, which Ruther
said in the past was an illegal
party at theYakima River on
Canyon Road, has been
changed recently to a public
event held at the Ellensburg
KOA, closelymonitored by the
Washington State Patrol and
the Liquor Control Board.
Ruther said .he did not believe either club was negligent on the trip.
"We came right out and admitted what we did. Plus,
we're not cops. How are we
supposed to enforce the laws?"
Ruther was referring to the

Trade In Days!

Are you tired of
your old blues?
Then Trade Them In!
Here's your chance to save
money and help someone out
at the same time. Now through
March 21 trade in your old denims
and receive

$ 8.00 OFF
a new pair, for each pair traded~
Your old jeans will be donated
to a local charity. Mens' and
womens' sizes only.
Event ends 3-21-93.

Personal Charge
Welcome

Bank Cards
Welcome

:Fasliions • (jifts ·Service •925-3124

two or three underage drinkers on board, though he said
he thought they might have
lied about their age or brought
their own alcohol.
"This was a highly planned
and well-organized event for
the club," Ruther said. "There
were no fights, no alcohol-related incidents. We even cut
people off who had been
drinking too much."
Pemaa said both clubs put
in a lot of time and commitment to plan this event and
want things done correctly in
the future.
"This is a learning experience for us. We didn't go
through proper channels getting the keg; and next year rm
going to recommend that no
kegs go at all," said Pemaa.
"We want to go over the law
and work with the law and be
up-frontwithour events," said
Ruther. "We don't want to go
under the 'law and do things
behind people's backs."

by Jill Johnson
Managing editor

The deadline to apply for
spring graduation is just
around the comer, said Pat
Davis in academic advising.
Students who are planning to
apply for a spring or summer
quarter degree need to tum in
their application for graduation
by April 2.
Davis said the earlier the
applications are submitted the
better. She said students who
have already applied for a
degree or apply right now
should hear the results of their
evaluation by the beginning of
spring quarter.
Davis anticipates 800
applicants for graduation and
said only 200 applications have
been turned in.
Applications for graduation
are available at the information
window in Mitchell Hall.
This springs commencement
will be outside. Students who
will graduate at the end of
summer quarter will be able to
participate in the ceremony.
Students will be registered
on the commencement
marching list when they order
their· cap and gown at the
university stor~~-

SCHOLARSHIP
The Rural American
Scholarship Fund is offering
20 scholarships for non~aditional students. For more
information contact:
RASF
P.O. Box 2674
Oak Harbor, WA 982n
Applications due by April 15
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'Former congressman challenges journalistsby Staci A. West
Staff reporter
1

Former Washington State
Congressman Rod Chandler
told a group of Central students to be aware of the power
·and influence of the press and
the increasing popularity of
advocacy journalism.
Chandler, who lost a Senate
race last November to Democrat Patty Murray, worked as
a broadcaster for KOMO news
station in Seattle before entering the political arena.
"The fundamental thing
we're dealing with here is
everyone's right to know,"
Chandler said.
Chandler, 51, represented
the 8th Congressional District
for 10 years as a Republican.
Prior to serving in Washington
D.C., he was a state legislator
for eight years.
Chandler said reporting the
news is a great responsibility
and many journalists forget
the power and influence they
have.
He said there have been
many changes since he was a
reporter in Seattle 20 years
ago. He noted the new vis. ibility of female anchors as
one of the more obvious
changes.
"Women were not on the air
back then,~he said. They were
"not seen as credible."
In the past, 20 employees
would work together as a news
team. Today, Chandler said,
there are close to 100 employees i~vol~~~ in the news process.

Chandler also noted the
media's increasing tendency to
cover stories live and in helicopters.
He also said he sees changes
in the way the media covers
politics.
Chandler said the new wave
in politics and the media is
politicians by-passing the directmedia by appearing on talk
shows, citing examples in last
year's presidential campaign
by all three candidates, but es·.· ·•.•\i
pecially Ross Perot.
"It is very much a trend," he
·•
I~
said. "I think you will see more,
1>·.!
not less of it."
'E
Chandler cautioned students
·!m
1
against the increasing use of
•
advocacy journalism, where
I~
reporters determine the outcome ofa story before beginning Former Washington State Senator and KOMO TV broadcaster Rod Chandler spoke to a room
interviews.
of Central communications students last Thursday regarding the role of the press in politics.
He said the public is fed up ,
with reporters slanting stories
to fit reporter's opinions and
not allowing readers to make
their own decisions based on
facts.
Chandler addressed his recent Senate race loss. He credited it to constituent anger at
incumbents and a desire to get
women elected to higher offices.
He said three other factors
also influenced his loss: being
middle-aged, white and a Republican.
Chandler said he believes in
pro-choice and considers himself a "flaming moderate."
He said this political stance
causes problems when he tries
to please various constituencies, such as moderates and
right-wing fundamentalists.

..

The Central Washington University Conference Program and Housing SeIVices have several temporary
positions available for summer employment. To qualify for these positions, applicants must be at least
18 years of age and be able to perfonn physical labor. A valid Washington State motor vehicle
operator's license is recommended, but not required. An original social security card (not laminated),
driver's license and/or passport is required by law as proof of identity and employability. Applicants
also must _pass a background investigation. NOTE: No annual leave will be granted during
appointment.
If you are a student at Central ~ring quarter of 1993. and plan to enroll at Central fall quarter of 1993 1
apply at Courson Conference Center in the Registration Office. Monday through Friday. between
8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. All other interested applicants should apply through the personnel office in
Bouillon Hall, Room 139. Applications must be returned no later than 5:00 p.m., April 2, 1993 (Friday).
CUSTODIAN AIDE
Applicants must have the ability to perform physical labor and be available to work most, if not all,
weeken~. Custodian Aides will be expected to dress neatly. Typical work includes sweeping, mopping,
vacuuming, dusting, washing walls and windows, stripping beds, laying out linen, making beds,
emptying trash, moving furniture, setting up meeting rooms, and delivering and setting up audiovisual equipment. There will be three shifts, 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., or 2:30 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m., with a half-hour lunch break. Shifts and days off will vary according to work load.
Positions are expected to begin the week of finals (no later than June 12, 1993), and will terminate on
or before September 17, 1993. Salary: starting at $6.00 per hour.
CONFERENCE HOST
Applicants must be available for work at all times except cla~ time (including evenings, weekends and
holidays) and must be 21 years of age or of junior status. Positions are expected to begin on June 11,
1993, and terminate August 21, 1993. Salary: Compensated with room, board and $100 per month.

$1.29
(SALE ENDS
. MARCH 26)
At participating

10th & Alder
and
West Interchange

•

. .

WE TIEAT YOU llGHT.
Dairy Queen· stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon . which benefits local hospitals for children.

RIVERFLOAT GUIDE
Applicants must have knowledge of the river floating· program, possess a valid Washington State
driver's license and be a strong swimmer. Positions are expected to begin on June 11, 1993, and
terminate August 21, 1993. Salary: $35 per float.
BUSINF.SS WEEK COUNSELOR
Applicants must be available for work at all times except cla~ time during Business Week and must be
21 years of age or of junior status. Positions are expected to begin on June 11, 1993, and terminate
August 21, 1993. Salary: $165 per week plus room and board during the weeks working as a Busine~
Week counselor (July 11 - August 7, 1993).

SECURITY PERSONNEL
Applicants must be 21 years of age and work independently (evenings and late nights). Positions are
expected to begin on June 11, 1993, and terminate August 21, 1993. Salary: $6.00 per hour.
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Delays with chimp lab
cancel Goodall
visit
chimpanzeeR, they probably

by Vanessa Watson
Staff reporter

won't take over the facility
until after April 1."
Deborah and Roger Fouts are
Central's chimpanzees should
be transferred to their new responsible for Central's
research facility within the Chimpanzee and Human
next month, saidJohnHolman, Communication Institute
director of Facilities Manage- which will be used by students
for theses, and also for visits
ment on campus.
After a delay of almost a year, by students and the public.
Deborah Fouts said they had
due to a building dispute, the
not
been told they could move
facility is close to completion.
the
chimpanzees
at this stage.
Holman said he submitted a
Reports
earlier
this
year anstatus report on the facility to
nounced
a
visit
by
renowned
the president's office, and the
report should be seen by the chimpanzee researcher Jane
Board of Trustees when it Goodall.
"She was only available to
meets March 19.
visit
for one week in early
"I would recommend that the
April,"
Fouts said.
Fouts could move the chimps
"We don't think she will be
anytime after March 22," said
coming now, because we won't
Holman.
"By the time they arrange a - have moved the chimpanzees
vet and assistance to move the by then," she said.

•

MARCH IS
NATIONAL NUTRITION MONTH

Diane Schuirman and Staci West were both recognized for excellence in journalism.

Students honored for excellence
Two students from the
communication department
were honored for their
accomplishments in the area
of print journalism.
Juniors Diane Schuirman
and Staci West, both 20, are
planning to spend their
summers learning more about
the newspaper field.
Schuirman was awarded an
$800 scholarship from the
Washington Newspaper
Publisher Association GTE
Northwest
Journalism
Internship Scholarship.
The scholarship allows
Schuirman to intern with any
Washington paper that is a
member of WNPA for the

upcoming summer.
Schuirman was surprised
when she heard she won the
award because she received a
letter saying they would notify
the winners March first.
"So when I didn't hear
anything I figured, no, I didn't
get it," she said.
Schuirman credits the
communication department for
notifying her ofthe scholarship.
"I think the department does
a good job of taking care of its
majors."
Staci West, was selected to
participate in the Georgetown
Institute for
Political
Journalism in Washington
D.C. this summer.

The program involves intense
trainingin the field ofpolitical
journalism andan opportunity
to work at a congressional
office or a national news ""
bureau.
West was ecstatic when she
realized she was accepted.
"It was a scary moment
seeing the envelope and not
knowing if it contained an
acceptance or rejection letter," ·
West said.
·
The institute costs $4,000
and West is hoping for a full
scholarship to defray costs .
"If I don't get a scholarship
I'll pay for it myself. The
experience is invaluable," she :..
said.

NEED A STUDY BREAK?
TRY ADELINE'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
CWU DINING SERVICES' NUTRITION DEPARTMENT
IS HOSTING A

HAPPY HOUR 4PM - 6PM
UNDERGROUND OPEN 9PM -

NUTRITION FARE
MARCH 29, 1993

1AM

WEDNESDAY• FRIDAY• SATURDAY
962-2888

11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
IN THE NORTHEAST DINING ROOM AT
HOLMES DINING HALL.

SPECIAL FEATURES

PLANET REEBOK IS A PLACE WHERE YOU

50¢ ESPRESSO DRINKS
MINI FOOD SHOW WITH FOOD SAMPLES
FEATURING PRODUCTS SUCH AS:
STOCK-POT SOUPS, PIERRE BURGERS,
LOW-FAT MUFFINS, YOPLAIT ANO MORE!
BODY COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
HOW MUCH OF YOUR BODY IS FAT?
HOW MUCH IS MUSCLE?
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO FINO OUT!
SPONSORED BY: CWU NUTRITION CLUB.
$3.00 CHARGE

CAN CHANGE YOUR AEROBIC WORKOUT

STEP REEBOKrr.l

WITHOUT CHANGING YOUR AEROBIC SHOES

I

THE REEBOK AEROSTEP
TRAINER IS SO VERSATILE,
YOU CAN GO FROM STEP
REEBOK TO AEROBICS TO
POWER STEP TO CARDIO
-

FUNK IN THE SAME PAIR OF
SHOES. IT HAS A META-FLEX

THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CELEBRATE
NATIONAL NUTRITION MONTH ANO PROMOTE
THE CONCEPT OF "EAT RIGHT AMERICA" TO
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF.

HINGE IN THE FOREFOOT.
SO IT'S FLEXIBLE ENOUGH
FOR STEP REEBOK,
YET GIVES YOU
PLENTY OF
CUSHIONING

II

FOR AEROBICS.

MUNDV'S FAMILY SHOES
Downtown Ellensburg
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EIGHT DAYS A WEEK
Thursday
March 11
Friday
. March 12
Saturday
March 13

f

•"Quilters," Tower Theatre, 8 p.m., $2
•Wind ensemble, 8 p.m., Hertz Hall
•ASME, Hogue, Rm. 211, 7 p.m.

•All campus prayer meeting, 7 p.m.,
SUB cafeteria
•Men's basketball at Washington, noon
•JV softball-at Spokane Falls, 2 p.m.

•CPl's Intermediate assessment, Hebeler
Hall, Rm. 203, 3-5 p.m.
•Papa John's, "Divided Sky," SUB Pit,
noon

•"Quilters," Tower Theatre, 8 p.m., $2
•Men's tennis at Whitman, 2 p.m.

•Winter Expo Informational Program,
SUB Yakima Room, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•Jazz Nite, vocal jazz ensemble, jazz band 1,
8 p.m., Hertz Hall, 8 p.m.
•Papa John's, "Peter Sam's quintet," SUB
Pit. noon
•Baseball at Eastern Oregon, 1 p.m.
•JV Softball at Spokane Falls, 2 p.m.

~

•"Quilters," Tower Theatre, 8 p.m., $2
•Outdoor track and field at Salzman Inv.
(PLU)
•Women's tennis at Whitworth, 1 p.m.
•The Socratic Club, Four Winds Bookstore,
4th and Pine, 3 p.m.

•Open Gym, Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.midnight.

Sunday
March 14

•Chorale concert, Hertz Hall, 3 p.m.

Monday
March 15

•Essay assessment test, Bouillon Hall,
Rm. 108, 3-4 p.m.
•Alcoholics Anonvmous. noon. SUB 213.
•Oasis, 1307 E. Third, 7 p.m.

•Art exhibit, Larry Aldrich, drawing and
printmaking, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, Randall Hall

•Catholic Campus Ministry, Sunday
Mass, 7 p.m., Grupe Center
•Softball at PLU, 2 p.m.
• SHRM meeting, 6 p.m., SUB Rm. 204/
205
•Finals week begins

Tuesday
March 16
•Quicksand at RCKCNDY, Seattle
Wednesday •Discussion group on different aspects of
the life of Christ, noon, SUB Yakima Room.
- March 17
° CPTs Intermediate assessment, Hebeler
Thursday
Hall,
Rm. 203, 3-5 p.m.
March 18
PR I :\ C I PL ES of S 0 l' :\ [) R ET I R E ,\\ E :\ T I :\ \'EST I :\ G

Now Within
Button Jewelers

UNFORTUNATE~

THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

Progressive mental health
agency seeks indMdual to
provide assistance to a 9
year old male in the Ellensburg area. Successful
candidate w1l1 have experience with children with
special needs, have a valid
drivers license and own
vehicle, and be able to cany
out behavioral and therapeutic mteiventions, whtle
engaging In recreational.
academic and social actMtles. 5-8 hours per day.

Call Comprehensive Mental
Health at 575-4084 (Yakima)
for application. EOE-ADA.

0aam

~

maa •

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as·well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit """'frtnn tllllC llefenwl. C.U ,,,,,. SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, aa. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who.shape it~

"F

CREF urli/=luart dulributed by TIAA-CREF lniliPiJu.al and /n.rtilutional Servi.cu. For fTUlrt complete information, incluJing cbargu and expen.ru, call/ 800-842-271], ext. 8016
for a prwp«IUJ. Rea) tbe prwp«IUJ canfully before you inPut or .1end fTUlney.
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WHO WA.S cRVSHE'P To DEATH BY HOMEWORK
~l~EN BY JIJSENS/T/'{~ PROFESSORSANO AN
UN5 uPF'ORTIVE APMINISTRATlotJ!

I

The Observer, the official newspaper of CWU, is a laboratory newspaper prouced in conjunction with the school's communication department. The Observer
s distributed each Thursday when school is in session, except for holidays, finals
eek and summer quarters. The opinions here do not necessarily reflect those of
e university, its administrators, faculty or staff. Signed editorials and cartoons
epresent the majority of The Observer editorial board.

OBSERVANCE
Special recognition
adds to discrimination
ith the celebration ofWomen inHist.ory in March, and
Black History in February, a new form of discrimination as surfaced.
As a society, we are encouraged to accept diversity, but we
should not be required to set aside months in order to
recognize different and unique factions of our society.
Instead, we should embrace the challenges of recognizing
these, and other groups, in everyday life.
By singling out specific groups, we are merely continuing to ·
promote the stigma associated with differences and the repression minorities have been fighting to overcome.
These groups can never become truly equal or integrated into
mainstream society when they are continually treated as
minorities.
•
They will always be viewed as unequal ifthey require a month
to be recognized.
If there was White History Month, or a celebration of Men in
History, crie.s of racism and discrimination would be heard
To the Editor:
from every angle.
So even though Black History Month and the Women in
Last week I attended a
History Celebration are honoring often overlooked minorities,
speech
sponsored by the Gay
it is still a form of discrimination because it promotes a bias.
and
Lesbian
Alliance club. The
If every group, nationality and gender had their own month,
topic
was
gays
in the military.
things might be different. But it's inconceivable to honor every
The
guest
speaker
was Col.
ethnic group or nationality because it would be a mockery.
Cammermeyer,
a
highly
decoIt is not that African Americans and women shouldn't be
rated nurse in the U.S. Army
recognized, because everyone deserves recognition, especially
until she was forced into rethose who have had to battle to get where they are today.
tirement because ofher sexual
But the point is, not everyone is given the opportunity to be
preference.
recognized.
She is a lesbian.
In a country where the next attorney·general is likely to be a
After giving her reasons why
woman, it seems odd that we.need to be reminde(l to recognize
she was in favor of lifting the
women's achievements and progress by setting aside a specific
ban
on gays in the military,
month.
she
took
questions from the
It is 1993, society should be at a point where it accepts and
audience.
I
was only one out of
understands the cultural, social and economic differences
two
questioners
who spoke out
facing many minority populations without being told.
against
the
lifting.
America prides itself in diversity. However, designating a
However, while asking my
month to point out how culturally aware we as a nation are,
question
and trying to present
does nothing but show how great the need for true diversity
the
other
side's point of view, I ·
and cultural understanding is.
was surprised, not by my op-

LETTERS

Hypocrisy
squelches
expression

position, but by the blatant
hypocrisy that was prevalent
throughout the room.
I was accosted by a barrage of
"sit down!" comments by the
other audience members. The
rage in their faces could burn a
hole through steel.
I thought that one of the arguments GALA uses is that
people are free to express
themselves as they like.
I guess now that only applies
toward people whose views
parallels their own.
Two questioners after me was
a woman who stood up and
started yelling at me because
of what I said.
She was angry and she was
sharing her experience of how
she was beat up because she
has gay friends.
Even though she was telling
this to the entire audience, she
turned around glaring at me
the whole time, as ifit were my
friends who beat her up.
What I said did not show
disrespect to the gay lifestyle
or choice. I used no slang nor
did I promote gay bashing in
anyway.

My personal opinion of gays ~
was not discussed when I asked
my question, nor was it relevant to my argument.
In those two hours that night
I was tried and found guilty of
hate mongering and gay bash, ing, when really the hate was
directed toward me.
Hypocrisy? You bet.... ;, ..
David Kosciuk
sophomore,
history education

Apathy key to increasing tuition costs
sues in Olympia.
WSL's membership includes
the state's two research institutions (Washington State
Many people believe that University and the University
students simply don't care of Washington) and the three
about things as "trivial" as regional institutions (Central,
higher tuition, reduction in the Western Washington U niveravailability offinancial aid and sity, and Eastern Washington
the systematic dismantling of University), all of which proour h1gher education system. vide funding to the organizaThe -Washington Student tion via student monies.
Lobby was organized in 1982 Central carries three votes on
to defend students interests our state-wide Board of Direcin the state Legislature-- to tors.
show that students do care.
These three people help to
WSL is a student-funded, determine legislative policy for
student-run, non-profit orga- the organization. The WSL's
nization which lobbies for stu- real power, though, comes from
dent and higher education is- you- the average student on

by Dan Steele

campus.
Only through the active involvement of individual students were we able to defeat
proposed "tuition surcharges"
in 1990, and the governor's
proposed tuition increases in
1992,just to cite two examples.
This year we are fighting for
a vote on university governing
boards, a reformed financial
aid system (the Washington
College Promise Program), and
greater productivity in higher
education.
We also are fighting against
any unreasonable tuition increases and budget cuts which
adversely affect higher education.

We encourage you to be in- be specific.
volved in our lobbying efforts.
You will be asked for your
The steps that need to be taken nanie, permanent address,
are simple:
permanent telephone numBe informed about the issues. ber, bill number, ifapplicable,
Keep up-to-date on the key and who you want the mesissues by reading the newspa- sage sent to. Leave messages
per and watching the news.
for the one senator and two
To obtain more detailed in- representatives from your
formation about a specific issue home district. If you don't
or the WSL position, contact know who your legislators
your student government of- are, ask the hotline operator
fice orWSL.
when you call.
Call the Legislative Toll-Free You can, indeed, make a dif- ~
Hotline (1-800-562-6000). Af- ference.
ter you have become knowl- J ustremember: Be informed
edgeable about a particular is- and be active!
sue, inform your legislators of
tJJan S teefe is tfu 'WSL
your position. Remember; Alvice presUfent for researcli
ways be courteous, be brief and

0

insiituions.
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Letters
Thank you
overdue
AdamJFyall
for extra
junior, geography
efforts
Military·
To the Editor:
and gays,
As in the norm in everyday like oil
life, we generally tend not to
acknowledge our appreciation and water
of those who, in some way, do

and others, such as the Volunteer Income Tax Assistants,
who help to make a difference.

the things that make our lives
a little easier or a little better.
I'd like to say thanks this week
to two such groups of people.
Thank you to the university's
grounds crew, and to whomever delegated the funds to line
one of our walkways with a
dozen new trees.
The path provides access from
the Chestnut Mall to Student
Village and has enhanced the
portion that lies behind Hogue
Tech.
I think that even in the tightest times, a little money used
for such aesthetic purposes is
money well spent; we need
more of it, especially in that
part of campus.
Thank you also to theASCWU
Board of Directors and expressly Scott Westlund, vice
president ofpolitical affairs for
the creation and publication of
the Olympia Connection
newsletter.
The bulletin, developed in
conjunction with the new "Office of Legislative Affairs," is a
semi-monthely overview of
newly introduced state legislation that impacts (or could
impact) higher education.
Until seeing this, I had no
idea that so many senators and
representatives were attempting to bring into law such a
wide range of mandates and
regulations.
It would bode well for students to pick-up a copy of the
newsletter and to use the legislative hotline.
Thanks again to these people

To the Editor:
In reply to the Feb. 25 letter
titled "Homophobia frightens
student" objecting to explanations of why gays can't come
out of the closet in the military, I feel it necessary to correct misconceptions.
The letters commented about
homosexual/heterosexual interactions. Though I am not
particularly "good looking," I
have had gays make
unprovoked advances toward
me, so don't tell me it won't
happen in the military if the
stigma ofdischarge is removed.
But gay's don't need to "go
after" straights for there to be
conflict. Just as women would resent
being housed in the same barracks with men and having to
undress in their presence, so
heterosexuals men feel the
same indignity with men
present they know to be gay.
We're not ·talking about mature, socially tolerant scholars,
we're talking about hot-headed,
aggressive young heterosexual
men.
Having associated with many
such people in the military and
elsewhere, I know how intolerant they can be~ If military
gays are allowed to come out of
the closet, there will be fist
fights, knife fights and gun
fights.
The recent killing of a gay
sailor and the unmerciful
beating by marines of a man
they dru out of a gay bar are

just a hint of what will happen.
Gays will retaliate, and the
conflict will only escalate.
Military homosexuals are
tired of having to live a secret
life, and that's understandable,
but are they so eager for identity acceptance as to risk life
and limb?
Are civilian homosexuals so
calloused as to keep pushing
this issue in spite of what will
happen to their military comrades?
If we are to have friendly
socialization between gays
and straights, we will have to
establish it in other walks of
society first. Hot-headed,
young military personnel are
not suitable subjects for that
kind of experiment.
Of course homosexuals join
our armed forces for the same
reasons heterosexuals do, and
there are, no doubt, many
thousands of homosexuals in
our military services.
As long as they stay in the
closet, they are reasonably safe,
but otherwise, no way!
Arnold Fogle
electronics technician

Clinton
calls for
student
volunteers
To the Editor:
I write to challenge you to
join me in a great American
adventure-national service.
I make this challenge because our country and our
communities need help that
government alone cannot provide. Government can make
vaccines available to children,
but alone, it cannot administer
shots to them all.
ltis time for Americans to lift
our country up, neighborhood
and block by block.

It is time to rediscover the
excitement and idealism that
makes us Americans.
That is what national service
is all about.
Through national service,
thousands will have the opportunity to pay for college by rebuilding their communities-serving as teachers, police officers, health care workers, and
in other capacities.
But it will take time for these
ideas to pass Congress, and
time to implement them.
We must start now.
That is why I have called for a
summer of service- this summer. More than 1,000 young
people will serve in selected
areas around the country.
There are many who believe
that young Americans will not
answer a call to action.
They say you are apathetic,
and insist that you measure
your success in the accumulation of material things. I know
theyarewrong,andlknowyou
will answer this challenge.
You can become an agent of
renewal-either through the
summer program or on your
own. Write and tell me · what
you want to do: The White
House - National Service;
Washington, D.C. 20500.
Your efforts and your e.nergies can lift the spirits of our
nation.
Bill Clinton
President of the United States

Little
Me
Consignment Comer
QUAUTYnEMS
Baby/Childrens

Maternity

If you need help planning food
for your wedding, Cinda's - A Catering
CompanyJs the place to call. Cinda can
help you plan a dream wedding or
rehearsal dinner
within your budget.

~~~~~P~ro~d~u~cti~·o~n~a~s~s~t.~M~a~r~k~T~e~m~p~le~~~~~~I
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Greatest selection in NW

4000DIFFERENTBEADS
Indian Bead Supplies - Jewelry Findings
Semi-Precious Stones
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"Hey, We're
Over Here."
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typeset resumes, or laser printing, you need us.
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Semester system meets with resistance
by Joe Butler
Staff reporter
A petition has circulated in
an attempt to halt the proposal
to convert Central from a
quarter to a semester system
within the next two years.
Kamola and Barto Hall residents took action following a
series of forums to discuss the
proposed conversion.
Following the meeting in
Kamola Hall, a petition was
drafted detailing students' opposition to the change to a semester system. The petition
was signed by approximately
20 students.

Opposition focused on students' fear of longer and more
difficult classes, lack of class
availability and higher tuition.
According to James Pappas,
dean of academic services, the
proposal to convert to a semester system has been presented several times in the last
10 years. He rediscovered the
proposal and presented it to
the Dean's Council in September.
The current proposal has
been discussed at several student government meetings and
open forums, since the proposal was introduced. ·
Approximately 92 percent of

Central students did not favor
converting to a semester system, according to a survey conducted last May by Tim Marker,
special projects coordinator
forUniversity Relations.
All groups surveyed had at
least a 60 percent disapproval
rating for the semester conversion. Marker's thesis study
questioned students, staff, faculty, administrators, alumni
and parents of Central students.
Pappas said the semester
changeover will allow a review
of courses and ''breathe some
life into Central."
Carrie Nels on, Associated

Students Board of Director's
representative to student living, recently discussed the
proposal with the Residence
Hall Council and asked for their
input.
"!just want something to take
back to the Board of Directors
and
the
Board
of
Trustees," Nelson said. "I need
something to really hit them
with."
Members of RHC voiced concerns similar to those given by
Kamala and Barto residents.
They cited harder study loads
as major factors in their opposition.
But Jim Hollister, director of
Housing and RHC advisor, said
he is in favor of switching to a
semester system. He said he
views the change as "a good
housecleaning for Central."

R>1.1rw1\'l<!ls

Hollister said RHC's "resistance is mainly due to fear of
change.
"If we, as a whole campus,
did not want to change, we
would
not
have
Dr.
Nelson," Hollister
said.
"Change can be a posi~ive
thing."
Pappas said the proposal is
waiting to be considered by
the Faculty Senate. The Strategic Planning Committee will
wait for a recommendation
from Faculty Senate.
According to the proposal, 63
percent of all universities in
the nation are on semester
systems.
Pappas said that in September, 21 percent wanted to
convert to a quarter system, a
number which has dropped to
19 percent.

bG>Qk511r.>1re
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OOpenMicO
Saturday the 13th
O Shirley Flaherty O

Featured Artist for March
O 112 Price Espresso Drinks O

4:30-5:30
O Used Books - Buy & Sell O
(No textbooks)

Are You Concerned About...
•Tuition Increases
- •Lack Of Financial Aid
•Budget Cuts
•University Productivity And Efficiency
If so, please call the Legislative Hotline at

1-800-562-6000
Tell

Plasma
Donations
Needed!

Earn up to $145
for 10 Donations.
New Donor Receives $5 Bonus On First Donation.
Expanded hours to serve you better.
Mon - Thur 8 to 8, Fri - 8 to 5, Sat - Sun - 8 to 4

TI;ERAglQbiS
26 S. 2nd St., Yakima

457-7878
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SCENE
.Sunny havens await stressed-out students
by Mark R. Temple
Staff reporter

As the weather warms-up and
the sun comes out, spring fever becomes the first and foremost thought in almost every
student's mind.
From the extensive tourist
traps, to the beauty in our own
back yard, students are packing up and heading in all sorts
of directions. Some don't care
. where they end up, and others
have intineraries that are five
pages long. Either way, students are looking toward vacation as a time where they can
hang out and be whatever they
want to be or do whatever they
want to do.
.
First and foremost on every
student's mind would have to
be the monetary aspects of
spring break. As unrealistic
as it may seem, there are options to spring travel that are
well within a student's budget.
Self-provided transportation
is the way most students choose
to get to their spring resting
place.
Interstate travel is probably
one of the most popular forms
of breaking away. This is usually a time when a person will
pack up the car, hit the road
and head into the great wide
open._The destination could be
based on the toss of a coin or
simply just a yearning to go

someplace never before visited.
Either way, planning is usually a last-minute decision that
guarantees plenty of spontaneity and adventure.
Within the state of Washington alone, there are well over
1,000 destinations Washington, infinite beauty is available everywhere.
Within Washington, all the
vacation spots are easily accessible by freeway. Rarely will a
traveler run into problems .
looking for a place to stay the

night; all that is really needed
is a sleeping bag and a tent.
The amount of traveling varies based on the amount of seclusion or action you want. The
scenic drives in Washington
offer the serene beauty that
will relieve any stressed-out
coed after finals. There is always a place to visit here that
will make you feel fulfilled and
relaxed. However, it is all based
on your personal definition of
fulfillment and relaxation.
Whether it be the lure of waves

and wind or the attractiveness
of sun and desert, you can be
assured that Washington has
plenty of both to offer.
Many times, students on
spring break will be looking
for that one thing they will
remember for the rest of their
lives. It is that attitude that
leads many of our peers to the
southern reaches of the Pacific
Coastline. Coincidentally, this
place also includes the sand,
water and one other additive;
a convenient border to another

country.
Adventure in another country offers many opportunities
that most coeds remember.
Aside from the obvious, the
attractions in Tijuana are more
than memorable.
California is full of attractions students flock to see.
Whether you are hanging "10"
near Huntington Beach or
spiking a ball at Malibu, you
can always find a place to get a
tan and meet interesting
people.
Whatever the case, be it touring Washington or the entire
coast, spring is a time to enjoy
nature and 'to be free for a
period oftime. Looking at your
home state as a resource to
travel and explore is much
more economical than buying
an expensive ticket to some
exotic location where within a
week you have to tum around
and come back home.
Natural resources in your own
back yard offer many opportunities to go back if you can't
catch them all the first time
around.
Traveling is a pastime most
students look foward to. Spring
break is an opportunity that
allots for just that. Whether
you stay local or hit the highway to unknown destinations,
just remember anyplace you
go becomes somewhere where
you can create memories.

Busy schedule keeps Central student on her toes
by Vanessa Watson
Staff reporter

Tracie Brantley/The Observer

Central student Lachandra Carter has hopes of putting her
leisure services major to use one day by opening a bed and
breakfast business after graduating.

You might have known her
as "The Ice Cream Lady".
Ifyou lived in Quigley Hall,
you could remember "Peeping Lachandra." Maybe you
know her through the Black
Students' Union, the Leisure
Services Student Relations
Board or the Residence Hall
Arbitration Council.
Lachandra Carter gives
new meaning to the word
busy.
.
While most of us grumble
about dealing with our day
to day class work and assignments, Carter juggles
more commitments weekly
than most of us have to deal
with in a quarter.
At 19, Carter is a sophomore leisure services major,
and a woman with a purpose.
She is running for the position of president for the Associated Students ofCentral.
Carter said, "I want to work
to make this a school that
retains more freshmen.
"I know there are a lot of
people who leave after the
first year and we need to
make them stay and help to
draw others here."
Carter said she thought one
of Central's strengths was
that "you are treated like a
person.

"The classes are small and
you get to ·know your professors. We should promote
that."
She has been a Living Group
Advisorforfive quarters now,
and has moved from the relative comfort of Quigley Hall
to the challenge of dealing
with freshmen in Muzzall
Hall.
"Freshmen require more
patience," Carter said. "They
have to settle in and adjust. I
like to help them do that. n
She said the biggest challenge of being an LGA is balancing time.
"I like to take a full-credit
load every quarter, but make
sure I still have time to look
after the residents in my
hall."
Carter makes it sound easy,
but her ever-expanding list
of commitments is to be admired.
She has been asked to sit on
a Women's Panel for an April
Leadership Conference.
She has also entered a team
in the intramural softball
tournament for spring quarter.
"When we entered a team
last spring we ended up running for world's worst softball team, and I think we
won!" said Carter.
In the future, Carter wants
to own and run a bed and
breakfast inn and be a con-

vention manager.
She is working toward this
in many ways. As well as her
experience as "The Ice Cream
Lady" at Studio East, she will
work at Lake Tahoe this
Summer at Harvey's Resort.
She explained why she
chose leisure services as a
career.
"I am a Hollywood fanatic
and I always wanted to be a
movie director. I then realized what sort of pressure
was involved with that sort
of career. I decided instead
that I wanted to help people
relax. I love to travel and I
know this is ajob that will let
me do that."
Somehow, among all this,
Carter, manages to find time
for her ownleisure pursuits.
She loves to dance and is
currently learning to tap
dance.
"I have been pretending to
tap since I was little and this
is finally some formal training," said Carter.
"I am also an avid hockey
fan. In fact, I think I am the
biggest hockey fan in the
whole ofAmerica right now!"
Carter must get her energy
from somewhere and she
gives credit where it's due.
"My idol is my mom," said
Carter. "She's a really intelligent lady and she raised
my sister and I on her own.
I'm very proud of her."
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Dusk settles in on The The's latest release
by Kristy Ojala
Staff reporter
The The is one ofthose bands
lurking in the college music
industry for nearly a decadelike 10,000 Maniacs and Soul
Asylum-but never really
venturing in to the commercial
music space.
That is, until the single, the
grand old one-hit wonder, recently collided with MTV. A
hit single is so catchy, people
begin humming it in their cars
or in line at the dining hall (see
Suzanne Vega's "Tom's
Diner").
The single has also made
your bead-encrusted, music
freak ofa dorm neighbor clutch
his old CD by the newly-popular band-in this case, The
The-and run whining down
the hall, "But I listened to them
thuh-reee years ago!"
Sparked by a whomping
harmonica riff by ex-Smiths
member Johnny Marr, "Dogs
of Lust" is The Single to listen
for oft'The The's first full-length
album since 1989, "Dusk."
It sounds like a beer commercial them~ song Billy Idol
came back from the leather
graveyard to do, and in the
simple vocabulary employed by
Riki Rachtman, it rocks.
While its name is awkward
to say, The The's lyrics are not.
Matt Johnson fronts a forever
transforming lineup of musicians, lassoing them into his
personal quest for love and
salvation through songwriting.

Marr's talented guitar work
on "Dusk" is equally important in the band's newfound
recognition, following up his
membership in Electronic.
Although some critics are
concerned Marr isn't given
enough credit or time in the
spotlight on the release, there's
no need for alarm. After
spendingyears under the wing
of anti-social Morrissey, expecting the man to shout for
recognition seems a little ridiculous. Real fans will sense
his presence immediately, like
a scalp disorder on Sinead
O'Connor.
The first couple of tracks on
the album are acoustic, done
almost solely by Johnson. 'True
Happiness This Way Lies" is a
coffeehouse masterpiece, and
"Love is Stronger Than Death,"
backed by a melancholy atmosphere of organ, bass, and harmonica, would be perfect in
candlelight.
The last cut, "Lonely Planet,"
is a nontraditional wake-up
call to join the environmentalist movement.
A regretful Johnson joins
acoustic and electric guitars
with Marr, warning "If you
can't change the world, change
yourse1f/and ifyou can't change
yourself then ... change the
world."
Both the album cover and its
first video are shrouded in hues
ofred and black, evoking clouds
of smoke mixed with personal
fears. If you're feeling a little
down and dirty, toss it on the
stereo.
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All-female cast highlights opening of "Quilters"
by Thuy Luu
Staff reporter

The musical production of
"Quilters" is the first allwoman drama or musical done
by C~ntral students in 23 years,
according to James Hawkins
of the drama department.
"Quilters," which coincides
with Women's History Month
as a tribute to pioneer women,
was adapted from the book
written by Molly Newman and
Barbara Damashek.
Damashek composed the
music and lyrics for the stage
production. The musical tells
the story of a woman, Sarah,
and her six daughters.
It focuses on each daughter's
individual patch of Sarah's
legacy quilt, which depicts periods in their lives.
Quilting is also a way for the
women to express themselves.
"It's a feminist play," said
Lacy Altwine, 23, who has a
bachelor of fine arts from
Tarkio College in Missouri.
Altwine plays Dana, one of the
main characters.
"It's a perspective not seen
very often," added Amy
Mucken, 23, a theater arts
major, who plays Sarah's
daughter, Janie.
Each actor starts and ends
the story as Sarah's daughter,
but they also play several different characters as they reenact the blocks, or scenes,
from their lives within the play.
The women live and struggle
in harsh frontier conditions but
bond together with their

dreams of life.
The musical also confronts
many issues, including Jove,
death, and abortion.
Sarah is a family-oriented
woman, and her goal in life is to
take care of her daughters.
"It's like opening a page to a
family album," said Mary
Johnson, 39, a marketing
manager for the rodeo office in
Ellensburg.
Johnson plays Sarah, the head
of the brood.
Karri VanAuken, 20, a
sophomore theater/communications major, plays Lisa.
In one scene, Lisa re-enacts
the character of Cassie, who
becomes hysterical after
learning of her husband's
death. However, quilting brings
her back to reality, so she can
live a normal life.
This common theme of repair,
comfort and love of the quilts,
which represents family and
life, is visible throughout the
musical.
"It portrays actual life," said
Olin Ensley, the music director.
Kyton Richards, 22, a theater
arts major, directs "Quilters."
Richards received $1,000 from
the Farrell Merit Scholarship,
and she used it to fund the
show.
The play opens tonight at 8
p.m. in the Tower Theater, and
runs through March 13. The
show is free, but donations can
be made at the door.
The money goes back into the
scholarship fund for full-time
students in art, drama, creative
writing or music majors.

Debbie Reynolds/The Observer

The cast of the musical "Quitters" practice another dress rehearsel prior to opening night.
The play is the first all-woman musical or drama performed by Central students In 23 years.
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Campus Ambassadors experience unique spring break
the church that Jesus Christ
created," said Kevin Lepow,
organizer of this year's trip.
Amongst those off to Cancun
In an effort to understand
or the East Coast for spring this, Lepow said the retreat
break, a group offour students will teach students about
from Central are heading down "church as a family ratherthan
to San Francisco to spend their an institution," and students
vacation in a way that is dif- will be participating in comferent from the rest of us.
munity service efforts to help
The past two years, Campus people in the San Francisco
Ambassadors has sent stu- area.
dents to San Francisco's MisAs part of its community
sion District to help fellow service efforts, the group will
men andwomen and find soli- be serving meals at a soup
tude in retreat.
kitchen to the homeless and to
"Our primary intent is to try AIDS patients in hospitals,
to understand what it is to be working with learning-disby Tracy Veness

Staff reporter

abled children and wokingwith
emotionally impared children,
Lepow said.
Members will be asked to pose
as homeless people at the soup
kitchen to better ttnderstand
the people they will be serving.
Lepow, who went on last
spring break's retreat, said it
helped him to understand that
homeless people are not always
"lazy or insane."
"When you do this, for one,
you are in the worst neighborhood in San Francisco, and
within the first two hours I
saw fights with weapons, drug
deals and people shooting up

crystal methane," said Lepow.
"It's not Ellensburg, and it's
not Seattle," he said.
Lepow said waiting in the
soup line takes between two
and fmir hours just to get to
the door because so many
people are waiting to get food.
Once inside, it takes about
another halfhour to get a meal
and find a place to sit. The food
"is pretty gross, and it takes a
full-day's workjust to get food.
"You always feel threatened
when you are there, you are
always aware of simply the
dangerofbeingthere,"he said.
Lepow said another part of

the community service is
serving meals to the AIDS
patients in San Francisco.
This year the group will
probably go to San Francisco
General Hospital, but last year
it served the meals at a hotel
housing the 'patients, he said.
The Campus Ambasadors
will be paying its own way for
the trip to the commune in
San Francisco this year where
its members will be staying,
retreating.
The Campus Ambassadors
will also help the group set up
its community service
projectsin the area.

Symphonic band provides entertainment and surprises ·
ets," "Fantasia in G," and a
variety ofcountry music songs.
The audience was kept in
suspense with the variety of
music played by the band.
"There wasn't a piece I didn't
enjoy," said Eric Wolfe, 27, law
and justice major.
"Mars reminded me of climbing the front ofan average rock
face, stopping to look and enjoy the view, and then starting
back up toward the top again,"

by LaRon Berreth
staff reporter

Central's symphonic band
grabbed the audience's attention with its performance last
Tuesday night at Hertz Hall.
Director Andrew Spencer
conducted nearly 70 Central
students through music pieces
such as "Mars from the Plan-

WHITE AS
A GHOST?
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

10 TANS - $20.00
"NEW BULBS -CALL NOW!
11

Buy package and receive
discount on hot new swimwear
& tanning products

he said.
Audience and band members
alike were humorously surprised when Carrie Vaughn, a
freshman clarinet player, forgot her music and had to take
an extra intermission in order
to play.
The symphonic band "... can
put something out there that
makes everyone happy," said
David Presley, 22, elementary
education .major, who plays

trumpet in the band.
"I love what music does because ofits range ofemotions,"
Presley said.
Spencer, who has been at the
head of the band for five years,
felt especially pleased with the
group's performance.
"The band played by far the
best (concert) this quarter,"
said Spencer.
Symphonic music ".. .is a large
ensemble that has all the ma-
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DAVIDSON BLD. - UPSTAIRS NEXT TO MT. HIGH SPORTS

jor brass instruments," said
Heather Garrett, 19, elementary education majors who
plays french horn in the band.
"It is better than a large band
because you can perform better," said Garrett.

Located: 1 6foc{9{prtli ofSafeway
6etween '11i.e Copy Sliop ant! 'Western Jilrt fllssociatUm

Today
Issaquah School District
is looking for teachers
for K-8/SEC teaching
positions (majors to be
determined later)/
special education.

March 12
Simmons Company
seeking sales
representatives. Majors:
advertising, public
relations, retail
· management, and
business administration.

HOUSING SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
APARTMENT· COMPLEX MANAGER
Central Washington University Housing Services, Button Hall, is now accepting applications for the position of Apartment
Complex Manager. There will be one open position starting in late July, but all future positions will be filled from this posting
(to December 1993). An application and required evaluation forms must be· completed and returned to the Housing Office no
later than 5 p.m., April 16, 1993.
Applicant must be a CWU student in good standing and eligible to live off campus in any housing unit. Duties include the
overall management of a university apartment complex, working closely with the Housing Office to assure that housing
policies and building security are maintained. Applicant must like working with people and should expect irregular hours. The
position is open to both single_and married students of Central.
Applications are available at the Housing Office, Button Hall. Remember that the application and evaluation forms must be
completed and returned to the Housing Office no later than April 16, 1993. Interviews will be conducted during May of 1993.
Applicant must advise Housing Services of any address .changes while the application is on file.
Tfyou have questions, contact Perry Rowe or Darlene Y~>rk in the Housing Services Office, Button Hall, 963-1833.
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SPORTS

'Cats win, u .p . streak to 12
by Jason Goldner
Staff reporter

The Central men's basketball
team moved one step closer to
Kansas City by defeating
Simon Fraser University 10088 in a district semifinal at
Nicholson Pavilion Saturday
night.
The 12th straight win advanced the 13th-ranked Wildcats (27-6) to the NAIADistrict
I final (played last night against
Western Washington) in Ellensburg.
The winner will compete in
the national competition in
Kansas City March 16-22.
If Central lost, it still has a
chance to go to nationals as it
could earn an at-large berth
depending on the final ranking.
The Clansmen jumped out to
a 19-11 lead through the first
ten minutes.
Central fought back with a
12-2 run, taking a 23-21 lead
on Heath Dolven's three
pointer.
The Wildcats built a 29-23
lead with under five minutes
left in the half.
Jeff Albrecht broke what
looked like a half-time tie with
a last-second three-pointer at
the buzzer, giving Central a
41-38 edge.
The Clansmen quickly regained the lead 45-41, scoring
seven straight points to begin
the second half.
Central, after being held for
the first 3:25, closed in before
the Clansmen increased the
margin.
A foul shot followed by a successful field goal by Dolven put
Central on top 52-50with 13:02
left in the game.
Less than two minutes later
Jason Pepper added a threepoint play making the score
61-52 with 11:28 remaining.

A 13-0 run put Central up by
its biggest advantage, 16
points, 70-54 with 9:25 left.
The Simon Fraser drought
included two technical fouls,
one on guard Derek Welsh for
fighting with Albrecht and the
second on the Clansmen's
bench for arguing with the officials.
Simon Fraser made a late
charge to pull within five, once
at 91-86 with 1:15 left and 9388 with less than a minute left.
J. Pepper, who last week was
named NAIA District 1 Player
of the Year and a district allstar, collected 21 of his 28
points in the second half.
Dolven, who received honorable mention to the district allstar team added 15 secondhalf points.
Dolven finished with 20
points.
District all-star Otto Pijpker
scored 14 points and grabbed
nine rebounds.
Ryan Pepper also finished in
double figures in scoring with
14 points and seven of the
Wildcat's18 assists.
District all-star Craig Preece
led the Clansmen with 18
points followed by Dave Dyck
with 13, David Stromwall 13
and Virgil Hill with 12.
Hill led Simon Fraser with
nine rebounds.
Central shot 57 percent from
the field in comparison to the
Clansmen's 45 percent.
Simon Fraser kept the game
close shooting 86 percent from
the foul line to Central's 59
percent.
Simon Fraser lost at Central
131-87 on Feb. 11, but last
night's game showed little
similarity, according to Central forward Shawn Frank.
"They played a lot better this
time as the score indicated,"
Frank said. "A lot ofpeople on
our team are sick so we came

Mike Spence I The Observer

Chad Boyer shoots a jumper against Simon Fraser In the District I semlflnal game Saturday.

out a little flat; but we stuck
together and played hard."
Coach Gil Coleman, who received the NAIA Coach of the
Year along with Puget Sound's
Bob Niehl, called the game a
worst-case scenario.

NAIA all-stars nam.ed
by Jason Goldner

The team managed to win
even though a few Wildcat
players were sick.
"They came in prepared to
play but we were a step slower,"
Coleman said.
"We've got some guys feeling

Ostrander eighth at nationals,
outdoor track season starts

Staff reporter

by Heldt Trepanier

Central's Jason Pepper received the NAIA District I
Player of the Year award last
week in addition to being selected to the divisional all-star
team along with teammate
Otto Pijpker.
Forward Pepper led the district with 104 steals during the
regular season.
The 6-foot-4 senior from Selah
also placed third in the league
in scoring average with 18.0
points per game. _
On Feb. 11, team captain
Pepper gained second place on
Central's all-time scoring list
when he scored 31 points
against Simon Fraser University.
Center Otto Pijpker was also
selected after sitting out much
oflast year due to a knee injury.
The 6-foot-9 center from
Lange lo, the Netherlands, led
the Wildcats in rebounds averaging 6.4 boards per game.

Staff reporter

Pijpker also finished fourth
In addition to the 10-man allin team scoring averaging 10.8 star roster, forward Heath
points per game.
Dolven along with five other
Coach Gil Coleman received District I players received honthe Coach of the Year honors arable mention.
for the second straight season,
Co-captain Dolven finished
this year sharingthe title with third on the team in scoring
the UniversityofPugetSound's averaging 12.4 points per
Bob Niehl.
game.
~
Coleman led Central to its
first divisional championship
since 1990 with a 10-2 district
record and a 26-6 overall record ~
during the regular season.
~

e t)

a little bit under the weather,
but we showed we could still
play," he said.
"(Jason) Pepper did a good job
of demonstrating why he's
player of the year," said
Coleman.

jump of 5-7-an inch over the
national outdoor qualifying
standard.
"It was a pleasant surprise to
qualify for nationals," said
Persons.
"It was one of my goals, but
being a freshman I didn't know
ifl would qualify so soon," ~he
added.
Also at Saturday's invitational, Central had seven individuals qualify for the district meet, among them Josh
Alexander and Pat Redick.
Reddick who qualified in two
events.

Central Washington University was represented in two
meets Saturday as Wildcats
competed in both the National
Indoor track meet in Kansas
City and the Husky Invitational in Seattle.
Lisa Ostrander and the men's
1600 relay team finished
eighth in their events at the
indoor nationals in Kansas
City.
Ostrander turned in a triple
jump of 36-03/4, while the
men's 4x40 relay team of
Dustin Liefke, Jay Spears,
Central's district qualifiD.J. Livingston and Brian
ers
at the Husky meet:
Meyer clocked 3:27 .86.
In outdoor action, the
MEN: Dave Herron, 100, 11.19.
Wildcat's opened their season Josh
Alexander, 100, 11.34; 200,
at the Husky Invitational.
22.88. Lance Soliday, 110 hurdles,
For the Wildcats, Veronica 15.59. Pat Reddick, high jump 6-3;
Persons qualified for the na- triple jump, 45-21/2.
tional outdoor meet with a first
WOMEN: Katrina Reeves, 100
place finish in the high jump. hurdles,
16.58. Kirston Oberg, 100
Person's, a freshman from hurdles, 17.03. Kelli Meyers, 400,
Monroe, won the event with a 62.25.

'----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Rotondo third at nationals
by Billy Wagner
Staff reporter

Central's Eric Rotondo
pl aced t hird and Jason
Stevenson finished seventh in
the NAIA national wrestling
tournament March 4-6.
Rotondo, a senior, was 5-1
overall i n t he 142-pound
weight class.
His only loss was to the
eventual winner Derek Briggs
ofTeikyo Westmar. Rotondo
was ahead 4-3 but was called
for stalling with 14 seconds
left.
"He panicked and thought
he had to take him [Brjggs]
down instead of taking it to
overtime," coach Greg Olson
said.
Briggs pinned Rotondo with
six seconds left.
"It cost him a national title,"
he said. "He'll be thinking
about that one for a while."

Stevenson continued a family
tradition by receiving honorable mention All-American
honors.
He is the third member of his
family to place at the national
meet in eluding his father Gary,
who placed fourth in 1971, and
his brother Sandy who placed

fourth in 1991.
Both Gary and Sandy
wrestled for Central.
"Stevenson was in a tough
weight class but he wrestled
well," Olson said.
Stevenson lost t o Justin
Lieuallen of Pacific. Stevenson
beat him earlier this season at
the Central Washington University Invitational.

"We hope to be
stronger next
year."
-Coach Greg Olson
Other Central wrestlers competing were Joe Knox, Adam
Scanlon and Paul Martinez.
Knox lost his two matches and
was eliminated early.
"He did well until he let his
guard down in the last five seconds (ofthe first match)," Olson
said.
Scanlon, ~lso unseeded, lost
his first two matches but
wrestled well.
"He ended up wrestling the
number one seed and another
tough opponent," Olson said.
"The experience was good for
him,"hesaid. "Hewillbeback."
Martinez was eliminated
early.
"It was another case of mental mistakes," Olson said. "Paul
tried a move for the first time
all year and was taken down
for five points. It cost him the
match."
Olson said the team's goal was
a top 10 finish ..
"We were 30 seconds worth of
mental mistakes away from
that" he said.

Tracie Brantley/The Observer

Central's Eric Rotondo, seen here In action earner this season, placed third at nationals.
Central finished 18th out of
26 teams with 23 3/4 points.
"We hope to be stronger next
year," Olson said.
"We are looking at some
transfers from N orthem Idaho,
Yakima Valley and some other
junior colleges," Olson said.
"That and the return of Lee
McDermot will bring us up a
level."
McDermot was fifth last year
at nationals. He was declared
academically ineligible and
could not wrestle this year.

INTRA.M_U.R AL SPORT·s SOFTBA.L L
ENTRY FEE: $40.00 PER TEAM
REGISTRATION BEGINS MAR 1

SIGN UP AT SUB 212

*SIGN UP EARLY
UMITED NUMBER OF SPOTS

LEAGUES
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

WOMENS ''W'
CO-ED "A"
MENS
"X"**
CO-ED
"C"**

Northern Idaho is cu~ently
the top-ranked junior college
team. They beat Central earlier this season 49-3.
TEAM SCORES

SimonFraser 123 l/4,NorthemMontana 95 l/4, Southern Oregon 83,
Findlay, Ohio 67 l/4, Western Montana 53 l/4, Teikyo Westmar, Iowa 51,
Pacific Ore. 45 112, Also: 16. Pacific
Lutheran 26 112; 19. Central 23 314.
CENTRAL RESULTS
134 - Joe Knox (CWU) lost to Joey

Andreas0n (Moorehead State, Minn.)
42
- (eliminated).
142 -- Eric Rotondo (Central) was
pinned by Derek Briggs (Teikyo
Westmar, Iowa) 6:54; defeated Eric
Nicolella (West Liberty State) 17-5;
defeated Adam France (Simon Fraser)
10-6 (placed third).
150 - Jason Stevenson (Central) defeated Ezekial Allen (Gardner Webb)
13-2; lost to Justin Lieuallen (Pacifi~,
Ore.} 9-2; defeated Scott Jenkins
(Southwest State 8-5(placed seventh).
275-- Paul Martinez (Central) lost to
Steve Pardom (Findley, Ohio) 8-7
(eliminated).

•oR. MYRON LINDER

'DR. SANDYLINDER
962-2570
Linder Ch~ropractic Center

i

1011 N. Alder... next to campus :

TUESDAY -THURSDAY

''

3:00 PM CO-ED "B"

·~.~

4:00 PM MENS "Y''

5:00 PM MENS "Z"
6:00 PM CO-ED ''D"

.. THESE LEAGUES ARE FOR TEAMS WANTING TO PLAY IN A MORE
COMPETITIVE LEAGUE.

Ski The WaJhington Sun

-I'EAMS MAY REGISTER FOR THE PRE-

WITH

SEASON TOURNAMENT BY PAYING THE
$5.00 ENTRY FEE. PRESEASON TOURNAMENT
IS LIMITED TO THE FIRST 16 TEAMS IN THE
CO-ED AND MENS DMSION AND FIRST 8 TEAMS
IN THE WOMENS DMSION

$10 DAYS
EVERY

PRESEASON TOURNAMENT BEGINS APRIL 5,

Monday - Friday

LEAGUE PLAY BEGINS APRIL 12

AT

MISSION RJDGE
H OME O F THE B OMBER WING

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 963-3512
•

ALL LEAGUES ARE LIMITED TO 10 TEAMS. TEAMS WILL BE REGISTERED
AS THEY PAY. MANAGERS MEETING IS AT NPAV 117, 5PM APRIL 8

Free LIN K Bus Service From Town To M ountain!
Free Shuttle Service When Parking Lot Fills Up !
Free Skiing For Children 6 Years & Under!
'Taste Before You Ski Guarantee I"
Barbecues At Midway!
Free Ski Check!

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION
SKIING SERVICES:

(509) 663-7631.

SNOWLINE:

(800) 374-1693

Special $10 Price Begins !'.\arch 1, 1993.
Not valid with any other discounts or promotions
$10 for both full or half day uckets.

~.
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Netters lose to WSU, 4-5
by Greg Aldaya
Staff reporter

Despite injury and illness,
Central's men's tennis team
showed strength in their 4-5
loss to Washington State University Saturday.
The Wildcat women also lost
to Washington State 4-5.
Coach Mark Morrill said the
team was competing against a
quality PAC-10 team in WSU.
Morrill said anytime a team
comes this close to tying or
beating them its doing well.
"Both the women and men
did pretty well in the 4-5 loss,

the teams had a good chance to
win in both matches," Morrill
said.
For the Central women,
Morrill said Sheila Gibbons and
Atchinson made good showings
at the meet.
"Gibbons had the best match
she has played winning an outstanding performance 6-1, 61," said Morrill.
"Freshman Bevin Atchinson
had another winning match at
number six," he said.
Morrill said the team started
out well in January and may
be a "half a step behind" still,
he is looking optimistically to

the end of the season with the
last few matches at Central.
Central's Amy Templeton,
coming off an illness, said she
is also optimistic toward the
rest of the smmon.
"It is early in the season, there
is promise for the team in the
future; and we are looking forward," she said.
Central's Dorina Dizon echoed her teammate's comments
and added, "All the girls played
really well. I had fun, played
my hardest and won.
"Asa whole, this year the team
came out stronger than I've
seen the team come out be-

fore," she said. "Hopefully we'll
win more than we'll lose."
Another factor to be considered in the loss, Dizon said, is
this match was the first one
played outdoors all season.
For the Wildcat men, freshman Ryan McDonald won his
firstcollegiatematchatCentral
6-3, 7-5, and first year senior
Dave Kraft won his singles
match 6-2, 6-2.
Morrill playing the Cougars
was a tough challenge.
"We stepped up to the competition of an NCAA team and
competed outstandingly," said HELP WANTED: Looking for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student organizaMorrill.

CLASSIFIEDS

Wildcat fastpitch loses Opener
by Biiiy Wagner
Staff reporter

Central's women's fastpitch
softball team kicked off its inaugural season with two losses
at Pacific Lutheran and a split
at Western March 6-7.
Defending NAIA national
champion Pacific Lutheran
beat Central 6-0 and 9-1 Sunday.
Head coachNancy Katzer said
the biggest problem wasn't the
team. It was the lack of an
available field.
"There was an environmental
shock from being in the
fieldhouse at 6:15 in the morning and on the field," Katzer
said.
Pacific Lutheran shut-out

Central in the first game behind the pitching of Becky
Hoddevick.
Hoddevick was the Most
Valuable Player at the national
tournament last year and was
also a first team All-American.
"We had a hard time getting
around on the ball," Katzer
said.
"She throws in the 65 mph
range which is faster than we
have been practicing at," said
Katzer.
The bright spot of the shutout for Central was the battery
combination of Jennifer Van
Fleet and catcher Jennifer
Hyer.
"PLU likes fastballs," Katzer
said. "Hyer called a good game
and Jennifer mixed it up well.
It took them (PLU) a while to

break through."
Katzer said Central played
well but could not fight a solid
team like Pacific Lutheran.
"They are a solid defensive
team," Katzer said. "One girl
came out of her cleats to stab
two liners up the middle.
"Not being outside doesn't allow us to work on things like
cutoffs," said Katzer. "As soon
as we get outside we can work
out the wrinkles."
At Western March 6, Central
lost the first game 4-1.
The Wildcats came back to
split the doubleheader 4-3. Van

Fleet pitched the victory.
Bridget Powers was 2 for 3
with an RBI, a triple ~nd a
stolen base to key the wm.
"We hit a lot better in the
second game, and we were a lot
smarter on the bases," Katzer
said.
"My girls gave lOO ~percent
and
·d are eagar to play, Katzer
8
~~ will be competitive," she
added.
,----Central will play at the Simon
Fraser Invitational over spring NOW HIRING. Apply in person,
break.
Monday thru Friday, 8-11am or 121pm.

AEROBIC DANCE FOR EVERYONE!
Low-lmpac~ Non-Competitive Environment, Certified Instructor, Fun and
Effective. First Class FREEi 925-3412

All CWU students are invited to attend
The 3rd Annual
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Leadership:
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accept the
responsibility,
love the
challenge!

925-7915

Get Ready for

Summer With
Spring Quarter Dues

§Hans'Gym
202 N. Pine
962-9277
~

Weights or Aerobics $55.00
o
Both $80.00.
Hans' ID an additional-$5

March 28th to June 12th

tion that would like to make $500 •1500
for a one week marketing project right
oncampus. Mustbeorganizedand
hardworking. Call 1-800-592-2121 Ext.
308.
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexica~o Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2,100 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
Applications available now. Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.
SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.. 9251272
•

Saturday,
April3
in the SUB
9am-4:30pm

PACK YOUR bags and books and take
off! lrs time to study abroad! Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.
THINKING OF TAKING TIME OFF
FROM SCHOOL? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We
have prescreened families to suit you.
Live in exciting New York City suburbs.
We are established since 1984 and
have a sb'ong support network. 1-800222-XTRA
EARN EXTRA MONEY! Looking for
substitute drivers for Yakima Herald
Republic and Ellensburg Daily Record
motor routes. $7 +an hour. Reliable
vehicle required. Contact John Gaines,
962-6054.
BIG BEND COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
Moses lake, Wa has openings for
Residence Hall Director, Activities
Director and Resident Advisors for the
College Bound Program, Summer
School, 6/17/93 - 7/30/93. For
qualifications and application call
Personnel Office, (509) 762-6203.
Closes 4 pm, 4/12193. AA/EOE.
FUN SUMMER JOBS! Flying
Horseshoe Ranch for children, near Cle
Elum, is hiring Boys' and Girls'
counselors. Enjoy horseback riding,
swimming (need 2 certified lifeguards),
hiking, etc., while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and
board. The ranch also needs cooks,
responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well fed. Must be a
good cook, efficient kitchen worker, and
enjoy people. Call Penny: 1-674-2366.
GREEKS &CLUBS

The CEL Leadership Conference includes:
• over 20 hands-on, skill building workshops
• a no cost continental breakfast
• Certificate of Participation upon completion

Register Now
by calling or stopping by Student Activities,
SUB 214, 963-1691.
Registration deadline is March 19. .

RAISE A COOL
$1,000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1,000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLSI
No obligation. No cost
Anda FREE
IGLOCOOLER
1f you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

Good Luck With Your Finals!!
& Have A Great Spring Break!!!
RESERVE

--TRAINING
CORPS

OFFICERS'

March 17, 1993 - One Day Only!
Receive 20% Off "anything green" in our
+General Books,
+Children's Books,
+Clothing &
+ Supply Departments
Don't get caught without something green!
Spring into the Green at

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO TIE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you
can still catch up to your classmates by attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer course in leadership
training. By the time you graduate from college, you'll have the
credentials of an Army officer.You'll also have the confidence and
discipline it takes to succeed in college and beyond.
Find out more. Contact Major Brogren at Peterson Hall, Room
202, or call 963-3518.
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ARMY ROTC

of books honoring notable women.
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FRAZZINl'S PIZZA PLACE
HOME OF THE BEST & LARGEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG
WE ALSO HA VE:
- Nachos
pizza
- - Chicken Wings
place
- Sandwiches
- Cheese Toast
INTHE PLAZA
- Salads
716 E 8TH
-Beer
ELLENSBURG
-Wine

925-9855
WE HAVE FREE DELIVERY
(with purchase of $5 or more)
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

FINALS WEEK SPECIALS!
ESPRESSO SERVED ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL DAY FRIDAY!

r-----------------r----------------,-----------------,
: $3.00 OFF $2.00 OFF: LARGE (16") PIZZA : 9c~a'Jr!R!!c!~lt2ro'nr.'!t~a~e~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

any
large (16")

any
I
medium (13") I
I
PIZZA
PIZZA
I
I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
I
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993
I

MEIDi UM PRICE
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

mushrooms, a_nd olives)
LARGE (16")
MEDIUM (13")
$13.00
$10.00
reg. $16.95
reg. $13.00
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•I~-----------------~----------------~-----------------~
Single 12oz. Latte •I Meat
Lovers Special 1I
THINK SPRING!
•
Choose up to 3 items: canadian
I
:
Only 50¢
I bacon, sausage, beef, pepperoni
1
Single or Double Iced Mocha
:
1
• h th e pure hase o1 any sma 11 (9") pizza.
.
1
JUST $1.00
I wit
1
1 1 med. (13") Pizza $9.99
1
$.

1 2 med. (13") Pizzas 15.99

1
I
I
I

L

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
DINE IN ONLY
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I
I
I

L

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

1

I
I
I
.J

1

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
DINE IN OR CARRY-OUT ONLY
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

----------------- ---------------- -----------------
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I
I
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